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Abstract:

The Nyaya sutra lists four means of proof:  प्रत्यक्ष (empirically manifest),  अनुमान (inference),  उपमान (analogy) and 
 शब्द (testimony, authority). All Indian thought accepted प्रत्यक्ष, and the world’s first recorded use of the experimental 

method was by Payasi, to try to refute the belief in life after death. अनुमान, or reasoning, was used e.g. to infer from 
local observations that the earth is round, and to calculate its radius.  गणि�त, too, accepted empirical proofs (in addition 
to reasoning), but analogy was restricted to pedagogy, and authority was used only by the less knowledgeable. 
Buddhists and other nastik-s rejected analogy and authority as unreliable. Thus, Indian thought accepted the empirical, 
but regarded analogy and authority as weak means of proof.

That seems similar to contemporary science which too is notionally based on observation and experiment, and 
supposedly rejects authority. In practice, however,  current methods of validating science make heavy (and secretive) 
use of authority and social acceptance. More fundamentally, science today uses formal mathematics; it is little 
understood that formal mathematics prohibits the empirical, hence forces systematic reliance on authority 
(=Western  शब्द प्रमा�). That enables superstitions to creep into science in a way which is fatal to the core of Indic 
thought.
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Extended Abstract 

Science begins with observation and experiment. The notion of proof in the Nyaya Sutra 21 too starts with pratyakhsa 
(प्रत्यक्ष, or the empirically manifest) as the first means of pramana (प्रमाण, proof).. While there were disagreements over 
the notion of pramana,  pratyaksha was the one means of pramana accepted by ALL Indian philosophical schools of 
thought. The first recorded account of the use of experiments is by Payasi2 who used the experimental method to try and 
refute the belief in life after death.3 This fact is in sharp contrast to the usual excessively chauvinistic Western claim that 
Francis Bacon “discovered” the experimental method,4 2000 years later. In fact, the corrupt Bacon was so superstitious 
he laughably stated,5 “the word of God [Bible] ...[is] the surest medicine against superstition”! 

The 2nd means of pramana in Nyaya-Sutra 2, is anumana (अनुमान, inference). This refutes the other wild Western 
misrepresentation of Indian thought that the use of empirical excluded the use of reasoning. It did not, any more than it 
does in science. A concrete example is the deduction (Gola 6)6 that the earth is round (गोल) inferred from the 
observation that far off trees cannot be seen, no matter how tall (Lalla, 20-36).7 This was used to calculate the radius of 
the earth a figure found in many Indian mathematical texts.8 (Aryabhata went further and inferred that the earth rotates, 
not the celestial sphere, Gola 9-10.) In contrast, the Bible (Vulgate, almost contemporary with Aryabhata)  
authoritatively asserts9 that a tall tree CAN indeed be seen from the “end of all earth”. Ptolemy (12th c. text) says the 
earth does not move, after beginning by paraphrasing Indian debate on earth rotation.

Upamana (उपमान, analogy) was used as in Aryabhata’s statement (Gola 7) that the earth is like a kadamba flower. In 
contemporary science, analogy is used as in  using a “perfect fluid” in general relativistic cosmology. (Because GRT is 
due to Hilbert, not Einstein.10 Hilbert a mathematician, cared about geometry, not the characterization of matter. Hence, 
GRT has geometry but no serious characterization of matter, and relies on the analogy with fluid dynamics and e.g. 
geodesic hypothesis used for motion of matter.)
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Lastly shabda pramana (�ब्द प्रमाण, reliable  testimony) used e.g. in Manava sulba sutra 10.10. Rejected as unreliable 

by all nastik (नास्ति!"क)11 schools of Indic thought, but it permeates contemporary science.12 Science valued on 

publication and social acceptance (“citation index”), i.e., reputability (“impact parameter”, “published in “Nature”), 
not Popper’s refutability. “Truth” in contemporary science (and related funding) are decided by the technique of 
secretive refereeing, a technique invented by the church to help preserve church superstitions. 

However, there is an even more central (and less obvious) issue which systematically enables Western superstitions to 
creep into science. Mathematics is needed for science, but contemporary science uses formal math NOT normal math or 
ganita. (E.g. “quantum field theory needs operator-valued tempered distributions”, etc.) It seems poorly known that 
formal mathematical proof PROHIBITS the empirical.13 This method of axiomatic proof by prohibiting the empirical, 
though purportedly from Greeks, such as “Euclid”, was never used by any Greeks and is not found in even the “Euclid” 
book.14 (This is now publicly accepted by the West for over a century, though the Euclid myth persists with shoddy 
historians and in our school texts.) Axiomatic proof actually originates from the political compulsions of the Crusading 

church15 to use reason to justify its dogmas, to contest the Islamic theology of reason (aql-i-kalam, अक्ल-इ-कलाम). The 

church could accept reason only by first prohibiting facts (or pratyaksh); that enabled it to reason about unreal entities 
such as angels etc. Obviously, prohibiting the empirical, as done in formal math, bodes ill for science.

Colonialism globalised formal math. The axioms of “modern math” are pure metaphysics (=non-physics=unreal) in a 
Popperian sense. Hence, their truth can only be decided by authority, not pratyaksh or experiment. Therefore, their 
consequences, i.e., mathematical theorems, are usually not true in the real world. E.g. “Pythagorean theorem” is at best 
approximately true, as asserted by Bhaskar 1.16 (While ganita accepts inexactitude or “approximations”, formal math 
claims to be exact, which is never true in the real world.) Many theorems such as the Banach-Tarski theorem are wholly 
untrue, in the real world.  However, it gives power to the West: axioms of “modern math” are all laid down by 
Westerners, and the “truth” of mathematical theorems can only be decided by reliance on Western shabda pramana.17 
That is, formal math enables the West to control mathematical knowledge. The grossest example of the resulting  creep 
of Western superstitions into science is the award of the physics Nobel prize to Penrose for singularity theory.18

Because of colonialism, this slavish criterion of Western social acceptance is still predominant even among those who 
claim to be champions of Indic thought. Hence, it must be emphasized that formal math destroys the core of Indic 
thought. Thus, the issue about calculus is not merely that Indians did it first, or even that the West might eventually 
accept that claim, but the use of “real” numbers in calculus.19 Since the equations of physics are differential equations 
which require calculus, that metaphysics from formal math forces time in physics to be superlinear, “without regard to 

anything external”!20 This superstition in science was fatal not only to Newtonian mechanics, but is fatal to the 
requirement of quasi-cyclic time central to Indic thought.21 But our champions of Indic thought are often more 
interested only in a pat on the back from the West, hence do not confront the master or the colonial teaching of math. 
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